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PERFORMANCE

INTRODUCTION

EXAMPLES

Drug metabolism plays a crucial role in understanding bioavailability and
drug‐drug interactions, as well as in the design of prodrugs and in avoiding
undesirable toxic metabolites. Cytochrome P450s (CYPs) are the major class
of enzymes responsible for metabolism of most drugs. We have employed
our state‐of‐the‐art Artificial Neural Network Ensemble (ANNE) modeling
methodology to develop in silico models for classifying drugs as substrates
of nine CYP isoforms, 1A2, 2A6, 2B6, 2C8, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6, 2E1, and 3A4.
Our models also predict CYP‐specific likely sites of metabolic oxidation and
the resulting metabolites.
The models make use of a new method that rapidly calculates atomic
descriptors representing charge, reactivity, steric effects, and local atomic
environment from 2D molecular representations. Direct calculation of the
properties represented by these descriptors originally required extremely
time‐consuming density functional theory (DFT) molecular orbital
calculations. Our method for approximate rapid calculation of charge and
reactivity descriptors avoids the need for these time‐consuming calculations,
enabling over 130 property predictions per molecule to be made virtually
instantaneously (dozens of compounds per second) on a modern laptop
computer.
Our metabolism and metabolic site models have been trained on datasets
larger than any previously reported. When combined with our approach for
rapid computation of atomic descriptors (not chemical fragments), the
resulting models are broadly applicable across a very wide range of
chemistries while providing performance on par with or superior to
previously reported literature models. We demonstrate this by showing
performance results employing multiple metrics for both training and test
sets. We also show examples of apparently incorrect predictions which were
shown to be correct, in fact, by subsequent experiments, demonstrating the
utility of the models as well as demonstrating the avoidance of overtraining
by our protocol.

CYP2D6 Site Predictions for Metoprolol
Reported by:
D S Mautz et al.,
Drug Metab Dispos 23 513 (1995)

Performance of the CYP substrate classification models. The “Total”
columns refer to the number of molecules in the training pool and test sets.

The O‐methyl and N‐methyl sites have been reported by multiple
researchers. The preliminary model’s training set also included the site
marked with the arrow as reported by Matsunaga et al., but the model
assigned this a very low score. Referring to the original article revealed
this site was oxidized by a mutant form of CYP2D6, not the native form.
Shown above are the current model predictions.
Molecule‐based performance of the CYP site models. Shown are the
percent of molecules with a reported site of metabolism correctly
identified among the Top 1, 2, or 3 scoring atoms in the training/test
sets.

▬ Accelrys Metabolite Database
▬ Sheridan et al., J Med Chem 50 3173 (2007)

IMPLEMENTATION

▬ Rendic, Drug Metab Rev 34 83 (2002)

Reported by:
M. Matsunaga et al.,
Drug Metab Dispos 37 699 (2009)
Metabolized by CYP2D6.49

Atom‐based performance of the CYP site models. The results are based
on comparing predictions for the Included Atoms with the reported sites
of metabolism for each CYP isoform. Excluded atoms were filtered out of
the datasets based on simple chemical rules (e.g., being an oxygen) that
preclude them from being CYP sites of metabolism.

Dataset Preparation:

▬ Literature datasets:

Our preliminary model’s training set for metoprolol did not include
the N‐dealkylation site of the isopropyl group reported by Hayhurst
et al. Nevertheless, this site was predicted by the model and
subsequently confirmed upon discovery of the Hayhurst article.
Shown above are the current model predictions.

CYP2D6 Site Predictions for Dextromethorphan

METHODS
• Obtain data from the following sources

Reported by:
G.P. Hayhurst et al.,
Biochem. J. 355 373 (2001)

CYP1A2 Site Predictions for Chlorpromazine
Reported by:
J. Wojcikowski et al.,
Biochem. Pharmacol. 80 1252 (2010)

▬ Original literature sources, old and new
• Classify atoms of molecules as metabolized/not metabolized based on
observed metabolites

ADMET Predictor™

• Generate atomic descriptors for each atom

Weak False
positive?

• Build Artificial Neural Network Ensembles (ANNEs) to predict sites of
metabolism

Flowchart of model building protocol:

Reported by:
K. Yoshii et al.,
Life Sciences 67 175 (2000)

The initial model was built using only the site reported by Yoshii et al. in
2000. Nevertheless, this model predicted additional sites on the sulfur,
N‐methyl groups, and ring carbon. Subsequently, a publication appeared in
2010 confirming the sulfur and N‐methyl groups as sites. Thus, “apparent”
false positives became true positives. The additional predicted ring carbon
site is as yet unreported, but may someday be confirmed(!)

▬ Note: The external test set was not used in any way during model
training.
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Candidate metabolic sites are shown with propensity scores ranging from
0‐1000. High scoring atoms are shown with hashed red circles and are
predicted sites of metabolism. Site predictions (in gray) are also shown
for molecules predicted to be non‐substrates in case they may be known
experimentally to actually be substrates.
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DISCUSSION
We have built CYP site models of metabolism for 9 CYP isoforms in which the
model predictions in the form of propensity scores may be displayed on all
candidate sites using our ADMET Predictor and MedChem Designer
programs. Additionally, MedChem Designer supports the display of the
actual metabolites resulting from any of the CYPs using SMIRKS‐based rules.
The models are among the most accurate reported in the literature as well as
covering more CYPs than any so far reported in the literature.
Using our ANNE technology and rapid and accurate atomic charge and
reactivity descriptors, model predictions are extremely rapid (typically
dozens of molecules per second in addition to ~100 other properties), and the
models have proven robust and resistant to overtraining, as demonstrated in
the above examples. In each of the above cases, the initial model made
predictions that disagreed with the initial training set data, but was
subsequently found to be correct based either on subsequent literature,
discovery of literature sources not initially identified, or closer examination of
the reported literature.
In the case of metoprolol, we found that the predicted N‐dealkylation site
(flagged as a non‐site in the initial training set) was confirmed in a previously
unidentified reference not part of our initial data sources. In the case of
dextromethorphan, our data sources identified the ring carbon site as being
mediated by 2D6. Upon closer examination of the original source literature,
we found this was a 2D6 mutant, and not native 2D6. Thus, an “apparent”
false negative became a true negative. Finally, in the case of chlorpromazine,
several “apparent” false positives became true positives when the 2010
publication by Wojcikowski et al. appeared.

Negative Prediction

Weights and threshold adjusted to
optimize model performance on training set

Descriptors: Xi
Normalized to range 0.0-1.0

Predicted sites are converted to metabolite predictions in MedChem
Designer using SMIRKS‐based rules, which may be customized by the user.

